
MSS Install Guide
Supplied for the BMW X3/X3M - X4/X4M



Introduction
This short guide is intended for use with MSS Kit for the BMW X3/X3M - X4/X4M

 

 
Pre-install steps
Refer to pages 3 and 4 of the latest version of the ‘MSS INFO for Installer’

or email support@mss.company for the latest copy , to measure the current ride height.

Front Axle Install Parts List
Before you start installing your new MSS Kit, check if all parts listed below have been supplied:

What if a part is missing?  Please email support@mss.company. We will resolve the issue as quickly as we can.FRONT ASSEMBLYBMW X3/X3M

This is best done with struts removed from the vehicle. Refer to the manufacturer’s workshop 

manual for steps on how to safely remove the struts from the vehicle, remove and refit the springs 
and on the correct torque settings.
  
Difficulty level: High
Etimated Time: 90 to 120 minutes per side, assuming the bolts are not seized. 
Installing your new MSS Kit is best undertaken by an experienced BMW workshop/engineer.

Remove the OE springs. These will be replaced by the MSS front system supplied. 

Remove the OE rubber dust boots. Keep these as they will be re-used.

Remove the OE bump stop. This will be replaced with the rear o.e .

Remove the bottom O.E rubber spring mount and replace with black MSS PU seat.

OPTIONAL: Fit the MSS protective sleeves over the  adjuster and bearing for dust protection
Fit the Acetal ring on the the adjuster seat then proceed to fit the grounded face of the MSS 225-3 large 
spring flush to the adjuster seat and keep together

shNow fit the protective rubber boot over the strut aft to protect it from debris, insert the rear OE 
bump stops

 NOTE; PLEASE CARRY OUT REAR INSTALATION FIRST AS BUMPSTOPS ARE REQUIRED FOR FRONT SHOCK ABSORBER

Fit the camberplate,

Use a spring compressor to reduce spring height and help secure the arrangement.

Tighten to the correct torque with appropriate tools used to remove the camberplate. 
Set the adjuster to the desired position; you can always re-adjust as required.

Welcome
Thank you for choosing MSS. 

We’re so pleased that you’ve chosen MSS to enhance 
your drive. We hope that you have a positive experience 
and enjoy the MSS difference.

At MSS we really care about designing products that 
give you a smooth drive, ride comfort and improve 
your safety. With over three years of development, 
meticulous British engineering and testing, we’ve 
worked hard to improve your original drive. 

You’ll soon be enjoying composed confidence and 
inspiring handling come rain or shine, whether you’re 
commuting in and around town or cruising out on open 
roads.  

Drive safely, and welcome to the MSS family.

William Blankson 
MSS Founder

Audi A3/S3/RS3 (8V) Saloon/Cabriolet

Congratulations on your purchase. Each of our kits 
come carefully packed with 15 separate components 
engineered to seamlessly work together with your 
factory fitted active (electronic) or passive (non-
electronic) shock absorbers. 

Get to know what’s inside the box and how the 
components work together to deliver a superior 
driving experience.

What’s inside?
FRONT
2x 185mm tall large orange spring (front springs)

2x CNC machined part large adjusters (two greased 
threaded parts for the front)

REAR
2x 90mm tall black springs (for the rear stacked 

 arrangement)

2x 170mm tall orange springs (for the rear stacked 
 arrangement)

2x CNC machined part 60-63mm sleeve couplers for 
 black and orange springs

2x CNC machined part 60mm sleeve small adjusters 

2x Rubber slip mats use between the adjuster and 
 vehicle body to avoid noise

1x MSS sticker & adjuster spanner (for use on small 
 or large adjusters)

What next?

1) Before getting started, please check that you’ve received
all the parts listed in the ‘What’s inside?’ section
above. Should any part be missing, please email us at
support@mss.company as soon as possible.

2) At MSS safety always comes first. As part of your 
welcome pack we’ve provided you with a Safety 
Notice, please take the time to read it.

3) The perfect fitment needs skill and is just as important 
as the kit itself. Visit mss.company/support/
installguides and search for your installation guide.

4) Our lifetime warranty is one of a kind. Reap the 
benefits by registering your details with us. You’ll find 
more information on how to register contained on the 
MSS warranty card provided.

5) We can’t wait to hear about your new driving 
experiences. Share them with us by tagging 
@MSSautomotive or by sending a few words with a 
photo of your vehicle to marketing@mss.company

EN

More questions? Visit our FAQ’s 
or email our friendly team at 
support@mss.company

Email support

R5 MSS Ltd
MSS House
A3 Albion Daedalus Park
Daedalus Drive
Lee On The Solent
Gosport
Hampshire
PO13 9FX 
United Kingdom

Company No. 09360144

mss.company@MSSautomotive
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FRONT AXLE INSTALL PROCEDURE

OPTIONAL Large protective sleeves - 
these fit around the large adjusters2x

Large diameter MSS 225-3 Orange springs 
- These fit the Large Adjuster2x                        2x Large adjusters - these are the larger of the 2 sets

lowers vehicle

raises vehicle
1.

2

3.

4.

5. Sit the adjuster on the PU seat

6.
7.

9.

10.

11.2x MSS PU seats

8.

2x Acetal rings- These sit on the 
adjuster seat to allow tension relief 
and ease of adjustment. 



BMW X3/X3M - X4/X4M

For the rear stacked arrangement, refer to the latest version of the ‘MSS INFO for Installer’ guide or 
email support@mss.company for the latest copy.

Difficulty level: Medium
Estimated Time: 30 to 45 minutes per side, assuming the bolts are not ceased.

Installing your new MSS Kit is best undertaken by an experienced BMW workshop/engineer.

Remove the lower OE rubber spring seat and replace it with the MSS rubber slip mat.

Remove the OE spring from the shock absorber. This will be replaced with the MSS System

Now fit the black short spring on the base of the spring seat

Place the MSS large adjuster on top of the black spring. It will sit in the wider diameter part once the weight is 
applied
Then fit large MSS 225-1 orange spring on to adjuster. Place OE dust cover over the shock absorber for 
protection, insert the shorter MSS bump stop.

The rear axle ride height should be set to at least 15mm higher than the front axle ride
height when measured as per page 3 of the latest version of the
‘MSS INFO for Installer’ guide. This is a KEY step 

Fit the camberplate onto the orange spring and tighten the nut on the strut

Tighten the suspension parts that had been removed. Refer to the manufacturer’s workshop 

Please refer to workshop manual for steps on how to safely remove and refit the struts from the vehicle.

Remove the OE bump stops and replace them with the smaller MSS supplied ones. OE Will be used on the front

Set the rear ride height to sit 15mm higher than the front when measured from fender edge to wheel 
hub centre. Please be aware this is a MUST DO.

Complete a 5-mile journey before setting the ride height and 4-wheel alignment.

9.

Refer to pages 3 and 4 of the latest version of the ‘MSS INFO for Installer guide for assistance on how to 
measure ride height. This is a KEY step.

8.

1.

2.
3.

7.

4.

5.

6.

What if a part is missing?  Please email support@mss.company. We will resolve the issue as quickly as we can.REAR ASSEMBLY

POST INSTALL STEPS

REAR AXLE INSTALL PROCEDURE

MSS supplied flat rubber slip mats 
-to eliminate resonant road noise travelling through 
the system NOTE: THESE ARE A TIGHT FIT PLEASE 
DO NOT CUT THEM.

Adjuster spanners - for both front and rear adjusters

OPTIONAL large protective 
sleeves - 
these fit around the rear adjusters

Rear Axle Install Parts List
Before you start installing your new MSS Kit,
check if all parts listed below have been supplied:

Black MSS springs -
these are common parts used for almost all our products
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What next?

1) Before getting started, please check that you’ve received
all the parts listed in the ‘What’s inside?’ section
above. Should any part be missing, please email us at
support@mss.company as soon as possible.
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more information on how to register contained on the 
MSS warranty card provided.

5) We can’t wait to hear about your new driving 
experiences. Share them with us by tagging 
@MSSautomotive or by sending a few words with a 
photo of your vehicle to marketing@mss.company

EN

More questions? Visit our FAQ’s 
or email our friendly team at 
support@mss.company

Email support

R5 MSS Ltd
MSS House
A3 Albion Daedalus Park
Daedalus Drive
Lee On The Solent
Gosport
Hampshire
PO13 9FX 
United Kingdom

Company No. 09360144

mss.company@MSSautomotive
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Large diameter M2x 
SS 225-1 orange springs -

these fit the larger adjusters

Large adjusters - 2x these are the larger of the 2 sets

lowers vehicle

raises vehicle

2x
 MSS bump stops



MSS Support Team  
Telephone: +44 (0)20 3507 1973

(select appropriate option when prompted) 
Email: support@mss.company

Triple Engineered
Suspension for
Ultimate Performance,
Comfort & Safety




